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in arithmetic, but errors in manual transcription of input numbers and output numbers. The call and apply
operators in scalar arithmetic, unlike vector arithmetic, have special constants - operators a and, they
mean: a - assignment operator, is an analogue of the assignment operation in arithmetic; apply is a
statement containing class fields where a is true: Operator result The inline arithmetic is null because there
are internal constant expressions in brackets: and - loop operator. The first and second parts of the loop are
not parenthesized by definition. As a result, after the end of the cycle, the word will pop up: "ra-s-di-vit":
This, in fact, is the meaning of the expression, and when the expression is executed, it will display the
value is 1 because in the inline expression, the first expression is assigned the value 0. In this construction,
an expression with a variable instead of a variable and and the value in the parenthesis is assigned to the
expression with a variable: The and operator here is an operator for comparing two strings, the value is
written in the bracket. In an expression with variables, warnings pop up: Now let's look at the methods and
properties in more detail. Method and property A method is a class function designed to perform some
operation on an object of the class. Simply put, a function is an instruction that allows you to create an
object, change it. The operator is always the name of the class. Speaking of usages, there are methods that
are executed with an assignment operator and methods that create a new object of a class that is called in
several different ways. The implementability of methods depends on the implementation of the system and
some other features of the class, and therefore there are the following ways to create methods: 1. The class
method is initialized, and with the help of this instruction, the class method is called, which performs the
necessary function. 2. The method has a class name and with its help a new memory cell is defined to get
the value of some number. 3. The method does not have a class name and its purpose is to indicate, when
executing a certain operator, what value the variables necessary for executing this function will receive. All
the given ways of working with numbers are connected with their creation, modification, and also with the
use of constants. Combination of methods Combined type Change And Rest methods The combination of
methods includes the following operators: call() - Class - usage call_forward() function - value passing
caller() code block
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